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inancial crises arise from the complex interplay of decisions
made by many individuals. Stock market data provide extremely detailed records of such decisions, and as such both
these data and the complex networks that underlie them have
generated considerable scientific attention (1–20). However,
despite their gargantuan size, such datasets capture only the final
action taken at the end of a decision-making process. No insight
is provided into earlier stages of this process, where traders may
gather information to determine what the consequences of various actions may be (21).
Nowadays, the Internet is a core information resource for
humans worldwide, and much information gathering takes place
online. For many, search engines such as Google act as a gateway
to information on the Internet. Google, like other search engines,
collects extensive data on the behavior of its users (22–25), and
some of these data are made publicly available via its service
Google Trends. These datasets catalog important aspects of human information gathering activities on a global scale and thereby
open up new opportunities to investigate early stages of collective
decision making.
In line with this suggestion, previous studies have shown that
the volume of search engine queries for specific keywords can be
linked to a range of real-world events (26), such as the popularity
of films, games, and music on their release (27); unemployment
rates (28); reports of flu infections (29); and trading volumes in
US stock markets (30, 31). A recent study showed that Internet
users from countries with a higher per capita gross domestic
product (GDP), in comparison with Internet users from countries with a lower per capita GDP, search for proportionally
more information about the future than information about the
past (32).
Here, we investigate whether we can identify topics for which
changes in online information-gathering behavior can be linked
to the sign of subsequent stock market moves. A number of recent results suggest that online search behavior may measure the
attention of investors to stocks before investing (33–35). We
build on a recently introduced method (33) that uses trading
www.pnas.org/cgi/doi/10.1073/pnas.1324054111

strategies based on search volume data to identify online
precursors for stock market moves. This previous analysis of
search volume for 98 terms of varying financial relevance suggests that, at least in historic data, increases in search volume for
financially relevant search terms tend to precede significant
losses in financial markets (33). Similarly, Moat et al. (36)
demonstrated a link between changes in the number of views of
Wikipedia articles relating to financial topics and subsequent
large stock market moves. The importance of the semantic
content of these Wikipedia articles is emphasized by a parallel
analysis that finds no such link for data from Wikipedia pages
relating to actors and filmmakers.
Financial market systems are complex, however, and trading
decisions are usually based on information about a huge variety
of socioeconomic topics and societal events. The initial examples
above (33, 36) focus on a narrow range of preidentified financially related topics. Instead of choosing topics for which search
data should be retrieved and investigating whether links exist
between the search data and financial market moves, here we
present a method that allows us to identify topics for which levels
of online interest change before large movements of the Standard & Poor’s 500 index (S&P 500). Although we restrict ourselves to stock market moves in this study, our methodology
can be readily extended to determine topics that Internet
users search for before the emergence of other large-scale
real-world events.
Our approach is as follows. First, we take a large online corpus, Wikipedia, and use a well-known technique from computational linguistics (37) to identify lists of words constituting
semantic topics within this corpus. Second, to give each of these
automatically identified topics a name, we engage users of the
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Technology is becoming deeply interwoven into the fabric of
society. The Internet has become a central source of information
for many people when making day-to-day decisions. Here, we
present a method to mine the vast data Internet users create when
searching for information online, to identify topics of interest
before stock market moves. In an analysis of historic data from
2004 until 2012, we draw on records from the search engine
Google and online encyclopedia Wikipedia as well as judgments
from the service Amazon Mechanical Turk. We find evidence of
links between Internet searches relating to politics or business and
subsequent stock market moves. In particular, we find that an
increase in search volume for these topics tends to precede stock
market falls. We suggest that extensions of these analyses could
offer insight into large-scale information flow before a range of
real-world events.
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Method

opening transaction per week; hence, for the purposes of this analysis of the
relationship between search volume and stock market moves we neglect
transaction fees.
We compare the cumulative returns from such strategies with the cumulative returns from 1,000 realizations of an uncorrelated random strategy.
In the random strategy, a decision is made each week to buy or sell the SPXT.
The probability that the index will be bought rather than sold is 50%, and the
decision is unaffected by decisions in previous weeks.
For each of the 55 topics, we calculate R for each of the 30 trading
strategies, each based on search volume data for one term belonging to the
topic. Strategies trade weekly on the SPXT from January 2004 to December
2012, using Δt = 3 wk. We report the arithmetic cumulative returns, R − 1,
in percent. We also report the mean arithmetic cumulative return R for
each topic.

To extract semantic categories from the online encyclopedia Wikipedia, we
build on a well-known observation (37) that words that frequently appear
together in newspaper articles, encyclopedia entries, or other kinds of
documents tend to bear semantic relationships to each other. For example,
a document containing the word “debt” may be more likely to also contain
other words relating to finance than other words relating to, say, fruit. For
such an analysis of semantic relationships to produce meaningful results, the
overall frequency of terms must also be taken into account. To incorporate
these insights, we analyze the semantic characteristics of all of the articles
and words in the English version of Wikipedia using a modeling approach
called latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA) (37). We configure the LDA to extract
100 different semantic topics from Wikipedia and provide lists of the 30
most representative words for each topic. Lists of the topics and their constituent words are provided in Dataset S1. We note that individual words can
occur in multiple semantic topics.
Using the publicly available service Google Trends, we obtain data on the
frequency with which Google users in the United States search for each of
these terms. We analyze data generated between January 4, 2004, the
earliest date for which Google Trends data are available, and December 16,
2012. We consider data at a weekly granularity, the finest granularity at
which Google Trends provides data for the majority of search terms.
Google Trends provides data on search volume using a finite integer scale
from 0 to 100, where 100 represents the highest recorded search volume for
all terms in a given Google Trends request. If search volume time series for
low-frequency keywords are downloaded in isolation from other keywords,
noisy data can result, because only a small number of searches is required for
a unit change in search volume to be registered. To avoid this problem,
we download search volume data for the high-frequency term “google”
alongside search volume data for each of our terms. In this way, we ensure
that the value 100 represents the maximum search volume for this highfrequency term. However, we also find that the mean search volume for
terms in 45 of our extracted topics is too low to register on this “google”based scale, having a value less than 1. Below, we describe analyses based on
the remaining 55 topics.
To generate labels for the topics, we make use of the online service
Amazon Mechanical Turk. This service allows small tasks to be taken on by
anonymous human workers, who receive a small payment for each task.
Through this service, 39 unique human workers provided topic names for the
55 sets of words identified above. Both the full list of topic names obtained
from Amazon Mechanical Turk and more details on this procedure are
provided in Supporting Information and Dataset S1.
To compare changes in search volume to subsequent stock market moves,
we implement for each of these terms the trading strategy introduced in ref.
33. We use for our analyses the US equities market index S&P 500, which
includes 500 leading companies in leading industries of the US economy. We
hypothetically trade the S&P 500 Total Return index (SPXT), which also
accounts for the reinvestment of dividends. In this strategy, we first use
Google Trends to measure how many searches n(t) occurred for a chosen
term in week t. To quantify changes in information-gathering behavior, we
compute the relative change in search volume Δn(t, Δt) = n(t) − N(t − 1, Δt)
with N(t − 1, Δt) = (n(t − 1) + n(t − 2) + . . . + n(t − Δt))/Δt. We sell the SPXT at
the closing price p(t) on the first trading day of week t, if Δn(t − 1, Δt) > 0
and buy the index at price p(t + 1) at the end of the first trading day of the
following week. If instead Δn(t − 1, Δt) < 0, then we buy the index at the
closing price p(t) on the first trading day of week t and sell the index at price
p(t + 1) at the end of the first trading day of the coming week. If we sell at
the closing price p(t) and buy at price p(t + 1), then the arithmetic cumulative return R changes by a factor of p(t)/p(t + 1). If we buy at the closing
price p(t) and sell at price p(t + 1), then the arithmetic cumulative return R
changes by a factor of p(t + 1)/p(t). The maximum number of transactions
per year when using our strategy is only 104, allowing a closing and an

Results
Fig. 1A depicts the distributions of R for each of the 55 topics.
We compare the arithmetic cumulative returns for search volume-based strategies to the distribution of arithmetic cumulative
returns from the random strategy using two-sample Wilcoxon
rank sum tests, with false discovery rate (FDR) correction for
multiple comparisons, as described in detail in ref. 38, among a
range of topics and values of the parameter Δt. Further details
are provided in Supporting Information. We find that strategies
based on keywords in the categories Politics I (e.g., Republican,
Wisconsin, Senate,. . .; mean return = 56.4%; W = 20,713, P =
0.01) and Business (e.g., business, management, bank,. . .; mean
return = 38.6%; W = 19,919, P = 0.04) lead to significantly
higher arithmetic cumulative returns than those from the random strategy, suggesting that changes in search volume for
keywords belonging to these topics may have contained precursors of subsequent stock market moves. These two distributions are colored by their R.
We examine the effect of changing the value of Δt. In Fig. 1B,
we depict the results of varying Δt between 1 and 15 wk for all
55 topics. We color cells according to R for a given topic, using
a given value of Δt. Where no color is shown, no significant
difference is found between the distribution of arithmetic cumulative returns from a random strategy and the distribution of
arithmetic cumulative returns for the topic’s strategies with the
given value of Δt (P ≥ 0.05). We find that terms within the
Business category result in significant values of R for values of Δt
of 2–15 wk (all Ws ≥ 19,278, all Ps < 0.05), with the exceptions of
Δt = 4 wk and Δt = 12 wk. Terms within the category Politics I
result in significant returns for Δt = 2–15 wk (all Ws ≥ 20,422, all
Ps < 0.05), with the exceptions of Δt = 4, 5, and 7 wk. The relationship between changes in search volume for these topics
and movements in the SPXT is therefore reasonably robust to
changes in Δt. We also find that terms within the category Politics II (e.g., party, law, government,. . .) result in significant
values of R for Δt = 6 wk and Δt = 8–15 wk (all Ws ≥ 20,144, all
Ps < 0.05). For some values of Δt, we find significant values of
R for terms belonging to the categories Medicine, Education
I, and Education II. The significance of these values of R is,
however, highly dependent on the value of Δt.
As a check of our procedure for multiple hypothesis testing,
we repeat the above analysis using randomly generated search
volumes. We construct 55·30 = 1,650 time series of search volume data by independently shuffling the time series of search
volume for each word in each topic. We then recreate Fig. 1 A
and B using these 55 “topics” in Fig. 1 C and D, respectively.
We find that, after FDR correction, no such topic deviates
significantly from the cumulative returns from an uncorrelated
random strategy.
We next investigate the Politics I, Politics II, and Business
categories more carefully. In particular, we examine the effect of
changing the period during which we analyze this relationship. In
Fig. 2, we depict the results of using a range of moving 4-yr
windows between 2004 and 2012 for the Business, Politics I, and

online service Amazon Mechanical Turk. Third, we take lists of
the most representative words of each of these topics and retrieve data on how frequently Google users searched for the
terms over the past 9 y. Finally, we use the method introduced in
ref. 33 to examine whether the search volume for each of these
terms contains precursors of large stock market moves. We find
that our method is capable of automatically identifying topics of
interest before stock market moves and provide evidence that for
complex events such as financial market movements valuable
information may be contained in search engine data for keywords with less-obvious semantic connections.
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Fig. 1. Google Trends based trading strategies for 55 different semantic topics. (A) For each topic, we depict the distribution of cumulative returns from
30 trading strategies, each based on search volume data for one term belonging to the topic. Strategies trade weekly on the SPXT from 2004 to 2012, using
Δt = 3 wk. We show in the top row the distribution of cumulative returns for a random strategy. The mean percentage returns for each topic appear on the
left column. We compare the cumulative returns for search volume-based strategies to the distribution of cumulative returns from the random strategy using
two-sample Wilcoxon rank sum tests, with FDR correction for multiple comparisons among a range of topics and values of the parameter Δt. We find that
strategies based on keywords in the categories Politics I (W = 20,713, P = 0.01) and Business (W = 19,919, P = 0.04), shown in red, lead to higher cumulative
returns than the random strategy. (B) Colored cells denote values of Δt for which the cumulative returns for a semantic topic are significantly higher than
those of a random strategy (P < 0.05). Terms within the categories Business, Politics I, and Politics II result in significant returns across a range of values of
Δt. (C and D) same as A and B, but using shuffled search volumes and finding no significant “topics.”
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Politics II topics with Δt held at 3 wk. We include an additional
time window, from January 2010 to December 2013, to check
the present-day performance of the strategies. We depict distributions of R for these periods using a kernel density estimate.
As in Fig. 1, we compare the distributions of R from each topic
with the distribution of R from random strategies. Terms in the
Politics I category result in significant values of R (all Ws ≥
18,839, all Ps < 0.05 after FDR correction) for all time windows,
with the exception of 2009–2012 and 2010–2013. Terms relating
to Business result in significant values of R for the periods 2004–
2007, 2006–2009, 2007–2010, and 2008–2011 (all Ws ≥ 18,511, all
Ps < 0.05, FDR correction applied). Finally, terms in the Politics
II category result in significant values of R for the periods 2005–
2008, 2006–2009, 2007–2010, and 2008–2011 (all Ws ≥ 19,196, all
Ps < 0.05, FDR correction applied). Our results provide evidence of a historical relationship between the search behavior
of Google users and financial market movements. However,
our analyses suggest that the strength of this relationship has
diminished in recent years, perhaps reflecting increasing incorporation of Internet data into automated trading strategies.
We additionally calculate regressions to control for other
effects and to check the robustness of our results on a weekly

scale. This approach also permits us to explore relationships
between the magnitude of the change in search volume and the
magnitude of the subsequent return, in addition to its sign. At
each week t we monitor the mean relative change in search
volume, xt ≡ Δn(t, Δt)/N(t − 1, Δt), for the Politics I, Politics II,
and Business topics. We regress the percentage return of the
SPXT in the subsequent week, rt+1 ≡ [(p(t + 1) − p(t))/p(t)]·100%,
against this signal. We also include the S&P 500 Volatility Index
(VIX) as a regressor:
rt+1 = β0 + β1 xt + β2 VIXt + et ;
where «t is an error term.
Using the mean relative change in search volume for the
Politics I category as our signal xPolitics I, we report a significantly
negative coefficient of −2.80 (t = −2.65, P = 0.024, Bonferroni
correction applied). Using instead the Business category for our
signal xBusiness, we report a significantly negative coefficient of
−5.34 (t = −2.61, P = 0.027, Bonferroni correction applied). We
find that the signal generated by the Politics II category xPolitics II,
however, is not significantly related to subsequent stock market
moves, according to this analysis (t = −2.02, P = 0.13, Bonferroni
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Fig. 2. Effect of changing time window on returns. For the Business, Politics I, and Politics II topics, we depict the distribution of cumulative returns from the
corresponding trading strategies in six overlapping 4-yr time windows. Distributions are plotted using a kernel density estimate, with a Gaussian kernel and
bandwidth calculated with Silverman’s rule of thumb (42). Strategies trade weekly on the SPXT, using Δt = 3. The distribution of cumulative returns for
a random strategy is also shown in each time window. The mean percentage return R for each topic is provided on the right of the figure. We compare the
cumulative returns for search volume-based strategies to the distribution of cumulative returns from the random strategy using two-sample Wilcoxon rank
sum tests, with FDR correction for multiple comparisons. Terms in the Politics I category result in significant returns (all Ws ≥ 18,839, all Ps < 0.05 after FDR
correction) for all time windows, with the exception of 2009–2012 and 2010–2013. Terms relating to Business result in significant returns for the periods 2004–
2007, 2006–2009, 2007–2010, and 2008–2011 (all Ws ≥ 18,511, all Ps < 0.05 after FDR correction). Finally, terms in the Politics II category result in significant
returns for the periods 2005–2008, 2006–2009, 2007–2010, and 2008–2011 (all Ws ≥ 19,196, all Ps < 0.05 after FDR correction).
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correction applied). Details of our corrections for multiple
comparisons are provided in Supporting Information. The coefficient β2 of the volatility index VIX was insignificant in all
regressions (P > 0.35). We provide scatter plots of our signals
against the subsequent week’s return in Fig. S1 and detail the
results of the regressions in Table 1. Table 2 provides the median, 5%, and 95% quantiles for the absolute value of the test
statistics jtj as well as R2 for all 55 regressions carried out using
the same shuffled search volume data that is represented in Fig.
1C. We find that the statistics jtj and R2 for the Politics I and
Business topics fall within the top 5% of values obtained using
the shuffled search volumes.
To examine the distributions of the test statistics for the Politics I, Business, and Politics II topics, we implement a block
bootstrap procedure (39) in which we construct surrogate time
series by circularly shifting our signals xt (i.e., at each shift, the
final entry is moved to the first position). We examine the distributions of t statistics and coefficients of determination R2
under all such shifts, providing a safeguard against spurious
results due to auto-correlative structure in the data. The median,
5%, and 95% quantiles are reported in Table 3, where we find
that all observed test statistics fall within the top 5% of
bootstrapped results.
As a final check of our results, we apply the Hansen test for
superior predictive ability (39). For this test we construct 1,000
resamplings of the data, with replacement, using a stationary
bootstrap technique (40, 41). The continuous block length of the
pseudo time series is chosen to be geometrically distributed with
parameter q = 0.001, of the order of the inverse length of the
time series, to preserve effects due to autocorrelation. For each
of the topics Politics I, Business, and Politics II, we test the
universe of trading strategies generated by all 30 words in
the topic against both a random strategy and a buy-and-hold
strategy. We find that a random strategy is significantly outperformed by strategies generated by words in the Politics I
(TSPA = 9.06, P < 0.001), Business (TSPA = 9.53, P < 0.001),
and Politics II (TSPA = 6.47, P < 0.001) topics. However, we
only find marginal support for these strategies significantly
outperforming a buy-and-hold strategy (Politics I: TSPA =
2.34, P = 0.085; Business: TSPA = 2.62, P = 0.071; Politics II:
TSPA = 1.23, P = 0.143).
Discussion
In summary, we introduce a method to mine the vast data Internet
users create when searching for information online to identify
topics in which levels of online interest change before stock
market moves. We draw on data from Google and Wikipedia, as
well as Amazon Mechanical Turk. Our results are in line with the
Table 2. Quantiles of test-statistics jtj and R2 using randomized
search volume data
Quantile

jtj

R2

5%
Median
95%

0.0608
0.796
2.56

0.00190
0.00326
0.0159
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2.65
0.0746
0.627
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0.0169
0.00191
0.00275
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2.61
0.0716
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0.00191
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intriguing possibility that changes in online information-gathering
behavior relating to both politics and business were historically
linked to subsequent stock market moves. Crucially, we find no
robust link between stock market moves and search engine queries
for a wide range of further semantic topics, all drawn from the
English version of Wikipedia.
We note that the overlap between words in the topics Politics I
(e.g., Republican, Wisconsin, Senate,. . .) and Politics II (e.g.,
party, law, government,. . .) is small; the two topics, containing
30 words each, share only four words: “president,” “law,” “election,”
and “democratic.” Despite this, our method identifies relationships
between both politics-related topics and stock market moves, providing further evidence of the importance of underlying semantic
factors in keyword search data. We note that a third topic related to
politics, Politics III, was not flagged by our method. A close inspection reveals that this topic in fact bears more relevance to
politics in the United Kingdom, containing the keywords “parliament,” “british,” “labour,” “london,” etc. This finding is in line with
the suggestion that changes in online information gathering specifically relating to politics in Britain may not bear a strong relationship
to subsequent financial market moves in the United States.
Our results provide evidence that for complex events such as
large financial market moves, valuable information may be
contained in search engine data for keywords with less-obvious
semantic connections to the event in question. Overall, we find
that increases in searches for information about political issues
and business tended to be followed by stock market falls. One
possible explanation for our results is that increases in searches
around these topics may constitute early signs of concern about
the state of the economy—either of the investors themselves, or as
society as a whole. Increased concern of investors about the state
of the economy, or investors’ perception of increased concern on
a societywide basis, may lead to decreased confidence in the value
of stocks, resulting in transactions at lower prices. However, our
analyses provide evidence that the strength of this relationship
has diminished in recent years, perhaps reflecting increasing incorporation of Internet data into automated trading strategies.
The method we present here facilitates in a number of ways
the interpretation of the relationship between search data and
complex events such as financial market moves. First, the frequency of searches for a given keyword can grow and decline for
various reasons, some of which may or may not be related to a
real-world event of interest. This method allows us to abstract
away from potentially noisy data for individual keywords and
identify underlying semantic factors of importance. Second, our
method allows us to extract subsets of search data of relevance to
real-world events, without privileged access to full data on all
search queries made by Google users. By identifying representative
keywords for a range of semantic topics, such analyses can be
carried out despite limitations on the number of keywords for
which search data can be retrieved via the Google Trends interface.
Third, our semantic analysis is based on simple statistics on how
often words occur in documents alongside other words. As a result,
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